LGBTQ STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
AT THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

B’NAI KESHEt
(Hebrew for “Children of the Rainbow”)
Focuses on building a community of LGBT Jews by celebrating holidays together, having discussions about being LGBT and Jewish, and of course, eating lots of food! (Email: DOBRES.2@OSU.EDU)

ENGINEERING ALLIES
A group that coordinates both professional and social events while promoting the ideal that, regardless of sexual orientation, we are all students with unique skills and abilities. Anyone is welcome (Email: GUPTA.523@OSU.EDU)

GAMMA RHO LAMBDA INTEREST GROUP
A national, social, lettered sorority founded to create an inclusive space for queer students within the Greek community. Our primary goal is to create a family and to achieve great things through social service and educational events (Email: MARTIN.3102@OSU.EDU)

GRADQUEERS
Meetups for gradaute/professional students (Email: PEASE.53@OSU.EDU)

KINKSTERS
A group that strives to educate people about all kinds of sex, encourages critical thinking about the way sex is stigmatized, creates a culture of radical consent, and connects its members with each other and to the greater kink community (Email: KINKSTERSOSU@GMAIL.COM)

LGBT & ALLIES IN MEDICINE
A group of LGBTQIA+ and allied medical students who support each other and work to educate the medical school community. We are committed advocates to LGBT patients, we welcome all medical students, regardless of orientation or gender (Email: JENNIFER.CHEN@OSUMC.EDU)

LGBT HEALTH INITIATIVE
An undergraduate student group that focuses on improving student health and wellness in the undergraduate LGBT community (Email: GUTTMAN.29@OSU.EDU)

LGBTQ+ INTERDISCIPLINARY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
A group that advocates for LGBTQ+ inclusive curriculum development, enhances its membership with professional development opportunities, and provides for the needs of LGBTQ+ members of the community through service (Email: SCHULKERS.3@OSU.EDU)

OSTEM
A social and academic group for LGBTQ and ally students interested in science and technology (Email: OSTEM.AT.OSU@GMAIL.COM)

OUTLAWS
A group that strives to increase awareness of LGBTQ issues to the Moritz and greater legal community, in addition to working with the LGBTQ committee of the Columbus Bar Association to create programming that fosters community (Email: PRIBIL.2@OSU.EDU)

PRIDE
The all-inclusive, LGBTQ+ club focused on providing a safe and fun space for students! (Email: PRIDESU@GMAIL.COM)

SHADES
A safe space and discussion group for LGBTQ students of color (Email: HARLEY.47@OSU.EDU)

SIGMA PHI BETA
A nontraditional Greek experience that also provides a safe space for GBT men and allies (Email: WYMER.25@OSU.EDU)

STILL WE RISE
A black, feminist organization and safe space looking to elevate the voices of black cisgender women, black trans women and black woman-aligned gender non-conforming folks (Email: STILLWERISESWR@GMAIL.COM)

TRANSMISSION
A group that advocates for LGBTQ+ inclusive curriculum development, enhances its membership with professional development opportunities, and provides for the needs of LGBTQ+ members of the community through service (Email: SCHULKERS.3@OSU.EDU)

For more resources, go to: go.osu.edu/lgbtq